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Abstract
The relation between kinematic space metric and entanglement entropy provides
us with a differential equation for entanglement entropy in two dimension. For BCFT
on upper half plane we solve this equation to obtain an expression for entanglement
entropy consistent with known results in the literature. We also discuss how this
relation can be used to recast the RG flow, under relevant deformations of a CFT, as
a flow in the space of kinematic space metrics.
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1 Introduction
In [1], [2] and [3], the notion of the “kinematic space” (k-space) as an intermediary between
the AdS and CFT descriptions was introduced and developed further. In the CFT2
4, the
kinematic space is the space of pair of ordered space-like points or equivalently space of
time-like points or space of causal diamonds5. Objects like OPE blocks, which are naturally
a function of two points and have nice conformal transformation properties, are the simplest
fields living on this k-space 6.
From the AdS3 side, the k-space is the space of space-like geodesics which end on
the boundary. Since such geodesics can also be parametrized by a pair of points on the
boundary, this is again a space of ordered pair of points on the boundary of AdS. The fields
on this geodesic space are the geodesic integral of scalar fields on AdS3. The AdS/CFT
dictionary [ [5] - [8]], can then be recast as the statement of the identification of both these
k-spaces as well as the fields(ie the OPE blocks with the geodesic integral of scalar fields
in AdS). This gives a gauge invariant version of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
One nice feature of the k-space formalism is that several known results can be recast/re-
derived nicely in this language.
• Identifying OPE blocks with Geodesic operators naturally leads to the known relation
of geodesic Witten diagrams and conformal blocks [10], [11], [12].
• Some new and some previously known results [45] regarding appearance of modular
Hamiltonian in OPE of scalar operators.
4In [3], the k-space was discussed for CFTd, but in this note our entire discussion is restricted to 2d
CFT.
5See also [35].
6This construction has been generalized to the “boundary operators” that appear in the expansion of
the one point function of operators in the BCFT in [37], as well as for conical defects in [33].
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• By taking the inverse radon transform, the reconstruction of free bulk scalar fields
in terms of boundary operators [14] , [15] has been re-derived also. Since then, some
work has gone into extending this to include interactions [16]. (See also [17].)
• Re-deriving connections between linearised Einstein’s equation [18] from Entangle-
ment, previously discussed in [ [19] - [22]], in this formalism.
For the vacuum in CFT, the k-space metric is fixed completely by demanding that it be
invariant under conformal transformation of the two points of the CFT [3]7. In CFT2, more
generally, the metric on k-space is taken to be the second derivative of the entanglement
entropy(EE) of a strip, with respect to the two endpoints [1], [3]. On a single time slice,
with end points(u, v) of the strip, the metric is given by:
ds2kin =
∂2S
∂u∂v
dudv (1)
One motivation for this is that, as shown in [1], this leads to the correct formula for
the expression of the differential entropy [ [23] - [27]] in holographic theories8.
In the literature, equation (1), has been used to compute the metric of the k-space for
some excited states in the CFT. For instance, in [28], the authors computed the metric
for the thermal state in a CFT. They used the metric so computed to identify the k-space
geometry with that of the auxiliary de-Sitter space geometry discussed in [32].
In the first part of this note, we ask whether it is possible to use the relation between
EE and kinematic space metric in the reverse direction? So that, instead of using (1) to
get the form of the metric on k-space, we ask whether it’s possible to interpret it as a
differential equation for the EE and then solve it, using appropriate boundary conditions.
In this approach, the RHS of (1) is interpreted as a source term for the partial differential
equation, which has information of the system whose EE is being calculated. It would be
a nice check on the entire approach, if this could be done.
In section(2), we show how to do this in the case of a single interval in the BCFT on
the upper half plane (UHP). 9 This serves as our prime example. The boundary condition
we use, in this case is that in the ’small interval’ limit(∆
T
→ 0) in which the interval
length (∆) is much smaller than the distance of the interval from the boundary(T ), the EE
must reduce to that of the full CFT vacuum result plus corrections. We also use another
physically intuitive boundary condition that approaching this ’small interval’ limit in two
ways (ie: ∆ → 0, T finite and ∆ finite and T → ∞) must be physically equivalent. We
show that the EE so obtained using this boundary condition, has a universal piece, which is
completely fixed, and a piece with undetermined coefficients which depend on the explicit
7This is consistent with the metric obtained via equation(1).
8In holographic CFT2, the differential entropy gives the length of closed curves in the bulk AdS3, using
the result of [9].
9Recently in [34], the kinematic space of defect, boundary and interface CFT has been studied using
holography, in a different context from ours.
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form of the source, and therefore upon the details of the particular BCFT theory being
considered.
Our derivation of the universal piece matches with the known result in this case, which
has been fixed previously using conformal invariance[ [29] - [31]].
In the appendix (A), we provide two more applications of our method. The first corre-
sponds to the case of the EE of an interval for the BCFT on a strip, while the other example
is that of the EE of an interval in any state corresponding to a descendant of the vacuum of
the full CFT. In both cases, following the methods introduced in section(2), we show that
we can reproduce the results known in the literature. For instance in the case of the strip,
we show that in the limit when one of the endpoints of the interval lie on the boundary of
the strip, we reproduce the universal term of the entanglement entropy [29]. Similarly for
the second example our result for the EE matches with the expression obtained in [36], [38].
In the second part of this note, we initiate a discussion on the kinematic space of CFT’s
deformed by relevant operators. The idea is that under RG flows, the EE changes and since
the metric in kinematic space is the second derivative of the EE, it should be possible to
use this, to reformulate the RG flow as a flow in the space of metrics on kinematic space.
Our limited goal is to understand this change in the metric of the kinematic space under
such flows. In particular it would be nice if we could write an equation of the following
type:
Eµν [g,∆] = λ
dgµν
dλ
(2)
Where λ is the coupling constant of the relevant operator by which the CFT action (I)
is being perturbed and ∆ is the scaling dimension of O, the relevant deformation operator,
which we take to be a primary scalar operator. ie: Ideformed = Icft + λ
∫
ddxO. It would
be nice if we could find a simple form for Eµν . We show that up to second order in the
coupling, the RG flow can be expressed in the form of (2), with the explicit form of Eµν
given in eqn(43). At higher orders, we have not been able to get a simple form for the LHS
of (2). It would depend very nontrivially on the dynamics of the theory as well as on the
scaling dimension (∆) of the deforming operator.
2 Kinematic space for CFT on Upper Half plane
Let us consider a two dimensional CFT on the upper half plane with complex coordinates,
z = x+ iy with y ≥ 0.
The symmetries of this upper half plane in terms of complex coordinates (z = x+ iy)
are
• z′ = z + c, where c is real;
• z′ = λz, where λ is real and positive;
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• z′ = z1+az , where a is real.
The invariant quantity under these transformations, which can be constructed out of
two points is
η =
[
(x1 − x2)
2 + (y1 − y2)
2
y1y2
]
(3)
The most general form of the metric of kinematic space, invariant under these symmetries,
is a function of η and takes the following form
ds2kin = f1(η)
dz1 ¯dz1
(z1 − z¯1)2
+ f2(η)
dz2 ¯dz2
(z2 − z¯2)2
+ f3(η)
dz1dz2
(z1 − z2)2
+ f¯3(η)
¯dz1 ¯dz2
(z¯1 − z¯2)2
+ f4(η)
dz1 ¯dz2
(z1 − z¯2)2
+ f¯4(η)
¯dz1dz2
(z¯1 − z2)2
(4)
The kinematic space is also invariant under the discrete reflection symmetry in the x
direction i.e x → −x. We further impose the symmetry under the exchange of the two
points i.e: (z1, z2)→ (z2, z1).
Imposing these symmetries we can further restrict the form of the metric as,
ds2kin = g1(η)
[
dz1 ¯dz1
(z1 − z¯1)2
+
dz2 ¯dz2
(z2 − z¯2)2
]
+ g2(η)
[
dz1dz2
(z1 − z2)2
+
¯dz1 ¯dz2
(z¯1 − z¯2)2
]
+ g3(η)
[
dz1 ¯dz2
(z1 − z¯2)2
+
¯dz1dz2
(z¯1 − z2)2
]
(5)
To go to the Lorentzian signature, We wick rotate and define x = τ and y = iσ, so that
z = τ + σ and z¯ = τ − σ, where τ is a time like direction and the boundary is at σ = 0.
Now consider the kinematic space metric in a constant time slice. At constant time
slice η = (σ1−σ2)
2
σ1σ2
and the metric of the kinematic space can be written as
ds2kin = g1(η)
[
dσ1dσ1
σ21
+
dσ2dσ2
σ22
]
+ 2
[
g2(η)
(σ1 − σ2)2
+
g3(η)
(σ1 + σ2)2
]
dσ1dσ2 (6)
However our assumption that kinematic space has a metric of the form given by equation
(1), implies that for constant time slice the metric is given by
ds2 =
∂2SEE
∂σ1∂σ2
dσ1dσ2 = ds
2
kin
∣∣
τ=constant
(7)
Comparing equations (6) and (7), one sees that g1(η) = 0. Rest of the metric can be
written as
ds2kin =
g2(η) + x
−2g3(η)
∆2
dσ1dσ2 (8)
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where ∆ = (σ1 − σ2), T = (σ1 + σ2) and x =
T
∆ . η is function of x only, η =
4
x2−1
.
Therefore, on a constant time slice kinematic space metric takes the form
ds2kin =
F (x2)
∆2
dσ1dσ2 (9)
In the limit when the two points of the interval is far away from the boundary, one
expects the boundary effects to be small, so that the entanglement entropy reduces to that
of the CFT on the full plane. Mathematically, this limit is the following σ1, σ2 → ∞, or
x→∞.
2.1 Entanglement entropy from kinematic space
From equations (7) and (9), we get the following equation for the entanglement entropy.
F (x)
∆2
=
∂2SEE
∂σ1∂σ2
(10)
In this section, we try to solve this equation to obtain an expression for the entanglement
entropy of a boundary CFT. We can rewrite this equation in terms of the variables ∆ and
x to get
∂2SEE(∆, x)
∂x2
−∆2
∂2SEE(∆, x)
∂∆2
= F (x2) (11)
Observing that the right-hand side of equation (50) is purely a function of x2, motivates
us to look for particular solutions of the following form
SEE = S1(x) + S2(∆) (12)
Plugging this back in (50), we get
∆2
d2S1(∆)
d∆2
−K = 0 (13)
d2S2(x)
dx2
−K = F (x2) (14)
Where K is an arbitrary constant. From the discussion below eqn (9), we expect that in
the limit x→∞, F (∞) is finite and this motivates us to use the following series expansion
for F (x) in 1
x2
F (x2) = c0 +
c1
x2
+
c2
x4
+ · · · =
∞∑
n=0
cnx
−2n (15)
Plugging this back, we can solve equations (13) and (14) for SEE,
SEE = A ln∆ +B lnT + C∆+ ax+ bx
2 + (
c′
x2
+
c′′
x4
+ . . . ) (16)
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where A, B, C etc. are arbitrary constants and A is related to K. One can check easily
that (16) satisfies the equation (10). However, we know that given the wave equation with
source, one can always add a term f(σ1) + g(σ2) to the solution because it satisfies the
source free counterpart of the equation (10). Adding this general solution of the source
free equation to the particular solution obtained through equations (12 -16), gives us the
general solution the equation(50), after imposing the appropriate boundary conditions,
which we discuss below.
As we assume the symmetry (σ1, σ2) → (σ2, σ1) in kinematic space, and therefore a
symmetry of the entanglement entropy, in our case, f and g must be same, so that the full
solution of SEE is of the form:
SEE = A ln∆ +B lnT + C∆+ ax+ bx
2 + (
c′
x2
+
c′′
x4
+ . . . ) + f(σ1) + f(σ2) (17)
2.2 Constraining the form of SEE from various limits
We will now try and constrain the form of SEE further, by comparing it with the form we
expect it to take in well known limits.
σ1 → σ2 limit
From the definition of the entanglement entropy it follows that when the length of the
interval tends to zero,i.e σ1 → σ2
10, the entanglement entropy must be the entropy of total
pure state and therefore vanishes. i.e
lim
σ1→σ2
SEE = 0 (18)
This limit implies that in(17), f(σ) = −B2 ln
2σ
ǫ
and a = b = 0.
“Far from the boundary” limit
When σ1, σ2 →∞ keeping the interval (σ1 − σ2) finite, we reach a region where we expect
the boundary effects to be negligible and therefore we should get the same expression for
the entanglement entropy as in the full CFT. In the full CFT the entanglement entropy is
given by
SEE =
c
3
ln
(σ1 − σ2)
ǫ
(19)
This fixes A = c3 and C = 0. Here ǫ is introduced as an ultra violet cut-off. Thus we have
SEE =
c
3
ln
∆
ǫ
+B ln
T
ǫ
−
B
2
ln
4σ1σ2
ǫ2
+ (
c′
x2
+
c′′
x4
+ . . . ) + d (20)
where d is some arbitrary constant.
10
ǫ is a short distance scale, so that taking this limit means taking σ2 − σ1 = ǫ.
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Further constraints
We can further constrain the form of the entanglement entropy by the following physical
consideration. The limit in which we expect the boundary effects to be negligible is the
limit in which ∆
T
<< 1. This limit can be approached in two ways.
1 ∆ small and T finite.
2 ∆ finite and T large.
We expect physically that both these limits to be the same. Mathematically this require-
ment translates to fixing B = −A = −c/3. So as the final form of the entanglement entropy
we find
SEE =
c
3
ln
∆
ǫ
−
c
3
ln
T
ǫ
+
c
6
ln
4σ1σ2
ǫ2
+ (
c′
x2
+
c′′
x4
+ . . . ) + d (21)
The universal, theory independent log part is then completely fixed and agrees with
the known result in literature. In the special case when the interval ends on the boundary
of the UHP,is at the origin of the UHP, ie for say (σ1 = 0, σ2 = l) or ∆ = T , (21) reduces
to the result.
SEE =
c
6
ln
(
2l
ǫ
)
+ c′1 (22)
Which agrees with the result given in [29].
The non universal part has undetermined coefficients, which would be theory dependent.
This part contains a series expansion of x2. We already noticed that the invariant quantity
η on the UHP is also a function of x2. This η is basically the cross ratio that appears
while doubling the two point function on the UHP to its mirror. It is known that the
entanglement entropy can be expressed in terms of the two point function of twist operators,
on the UHP, and therefore should be a function of this cross ratio. Therefore our analysis
gives the theory dependent part of entanglement entropy as a function of cross ratios as
expected.
Finally we can compute the expression for the kinematic space metric from this en-
tanglement entropy expression. It can be easily checked that in the limit T → ∞ the
expression for the kinematic space metric does reduce to the one given in [3].
To summarise, we inverted the relation between entanglement entropy and metric on
k-space, to calculate the entanglement entropy for BCFT on UHP. We provide a few more
examples in the appendix (A).
In BCFT, the universal part can be derived using conformal symmetry. The kinematic
space formalism is a geometric way to encode the conformal symmetry. Therefore it is
satisfying to see that we can reproduce the same result, from the geometric formulation of
the conformal symmetry, as a solution of a PDE in the k-space- A language in which the
replica trick or twist operators don’t make a direct appearance.
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3 RG flows and kinematic space in deformed CFT’s
While the k-space formalism provides a nice way to encode geometrically the kinematic
conformal structure of CFT’s, one could ask whether, beyond conformal kinematics, there
are aspects of a CFT, which could be recast geometrically in this formalism11. We end our
note, by pointing out that the RG flow away from the CFT limit, may be recast as a flow
in the space of kinematic space metrics12. This is because of the relationship between the
EE and the k-space metric, and the fact that under RG flows, the EE of a system changes.
The general form of such a flow equation would be[
λ
dgµν
dλ
= Eµν
(
gµν ,∆
)]
(23)
∆ is the scaling dimension of the deforming operator, and gµν is the k-space metric.
For a QFT, deformed from a CFT by a primary scalar operator O(x) of dimension ∆,
the action is given by
I = I0 + λ
∫
ddxO(x) (24)
where I0 is the CFT action.
Under a flow by such an deformation operator, the change in EE of the theory was
studied in [ [39]- [43]]. The formal expression for the change δS was given by [40]
δS = − < OK > λ+ (< OOK > − < OO >)
(λ)2
2
+ . . .
=
∑
n=1
(−1)n
(
< K O . . .O︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
> −(n− 1) < O . . .O︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
>
)
(λ)n
n!
(25)
Where K is the modular Hamiltonian, < · · · > is vacuum expectation value and O refers
to integral of O(x) over the entire manifold.
We would like to apply these method to the case of 2d CFT’s deformed by a relevant
operator, to find the general dependence of the EE and therefore of the the k-space metric
on (δ = v − u). Order by order in (λ), the metric would be of the form:
guv → g
(0)
uv + g
(1)
uv λ+ g
(2)
uv
λ2
2
+ . . . (26)
Here guv is the non vanishing off-diagonal component of the two dimensional metric.
We would then like to see if the corrected metric can be expressed as a solution of a
flow equation of the type given in (23) .
11 A natural question is to ask whether the dynamics of the theory can be captured in the k-space
language. See [37] for some ideas in this direction.
12See [44] for a discussion on RG flows and holographic integral geometry.
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Up to second order perturbation in λ, we show that the metric satisfies the equation
λ
dg
(2)
µν
dλ
=
2c0
(4− 2∆)(3 − 2∆)− 2
(
R(2)µν −
2
c0
g(2)µν
)
(27)
where c0 =
c
3 and c is the central charge of the CFT. At higher orders, the metric correction
is of the form:
guv =
c0
δ2
+
1
δ2
∑
n=2
Cnλ
nδ(2−∆)n (28)
We now provide the details of the calculation.
3.1 Details of the calculation of k-space metric under RG flow
• Ricci tensor for the metric
In any holographic theory, the form of the kinematic space metric in two dimension, on
constant time slice, is related to the entanglement entropy as,
ds2 =
∂2SEE(u, v)
∂u∂v
dudv (29)
Therefore only off-diagonal components of this 2-dimensional metric is non-vanishing.
gµν =
[
0 guv
guv 0
]
; g−1µν =
[
0 1
guv
1
guv
0
]
(30)
The only non-zero components of Christoffel symbols are,
Γuuu = g
uv∂uguv ; Γ
v
vv = g
uv∂vguv (31)
From this we can get the following components of Ricci tensors
Ruv = −∂v (g
uv∂uguv) ; Rvu = −∂u (g
uv∂vguv) ; Ruu = Rvv = 0 (32)
Note that, for any two dimensional metric containing only off-diagonal components guv,
the Einstein tensor Guv vanishes identically as Ricci scalar R is just 2Ruvg
uv
Guv = Ruv −
1
2
guvR = 0 (33)
• zeroth order metric
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The zeroth order part of the metric is the CFT k-space metric, which is already fixed
g(0)uv =
c0
(v − u)2
; g(0)uv =
(v − u)2
c0
(34)
where c0 =
c
3 and c is the central charge of the theory. The Ricci tensor for this metric is,
R(0)uv = −∂v
(
g(0)uv∂ug
(0)
uv
)
=
2
c0
g(0)uv (35)
This is the constant curvature de-Sitter metric with Ricci scalar R(0) = 4
c0
.
• first order correction of metric
The first order correction of entanglement entropy is δS(1) = − < OK > λ. In CFT2, for
a single interval, we have nice expression of modular Hamiltonian K [ [45], [46]] in terms
of integral over local integrand proportional to stress-energy tensor. More explicitly,
δS(1) = −
∫
dω1dω¯1
∫ v
u
dx
(x− u)(v − x)
(v − u)
< T00(x)O(ω1, ω¯1) > (36)
But for any scalar primary operator in CFT, the two point function < T00(x)O(x1) >
vanishes. Therefore δS(1), and hence g
(1)
uv does not contribute to the flow. The first non-
vanishing contribution comes from the next order correction.
• second order correction of metric
The second order change in EE is,
δS(2) =
∫
dω1dω¯1
∫
dω2dω¯2
∫ v
u
dx
(x− u)(v − x)
(v − u)
< O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)T00(x) >
−
∫
dω1dω¯1
∫
dω2dω¯2 < O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2) > (37)
As we are ultimately interested to calculate the contribution to the metric
∂2δS
(2)
EE
(u,v)
∂u∂v
, the
contribution from the second part of two point function of O vanishes. Therefore we get,
g(2)uv ∼ (λ)
2
∫ v
u
dx
(x− u)(v − x)
(v − u)3
∫
d2ω1
∫
d2ω2 < O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)T00(x) >
=
∆
2
∫ v
u
dx
(x− u)(v − x)
(v − u)3
∫
d2ω1
∫
d2ω2
[ (ω1 − ω2)2
|(ω1 − ω2)|2∆(x− ω1)2(x− ω2)2
+ c.c
]
(38)
A few observations about the integrals
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• Naively, the integrals over ω1 and ω2 can take various values. For instance, if we
absorb x into ωi(i =1,2) by shifting ωi → wi − x, then the integrals are independent
of x. On the other hand if we scale the ωi → xωi, then integral is proportional to
x−(2∆−2). This is because the integrals are not well defined, due to both infrared and
ultraviolet divergences. We therefore have to regulate the integrals.
• We expect the answer to be a function of δ = (v − u). We first make this manifest
by expressing everything in terms of δ. To do this we shift x by y = x− u, to get:
g(2)uv =
∆
2
∫ δ
0
dx
y(δ − y)
δ3
∫
d2ω1d
2ω2
|(ω1 − ω2)|2∆
[ (ω1 − ω2)2
(y − ω1)2(y − ω2)2
+ c.c
]
(39)
• Naively the integral is independent of y, because it can be absorbed into a shift of
(T = ω1 + ω2). We first regulate this T integral by introducing a Gaussian term
(e
−s( |T |
2
y2
)
), which would damp the large T behaviour of the integral. Then take the
(s→ 0) limit.
• We now pull out the y factors explicitly, by scaling ωi → yωi. The remaining integral,
has to be further regulated, but since we are interested in the y dependence, we simply
denote this regulated constant as c2.
g(2)uv =
c′∆
2
∫ δ
0
dx
y(δ − y)y2−2∆
δ3
= c2(∆)
∆
2(4 − 2∆)(5 − 2∆)
δ2−2∆ (40)
This last integral is well defined only for relevant perturbations ∆ < 2. For ∆ > 2
the integral blows up at the lower limit. As expected for marginal operators, ∆ → 2, the
correction is same as the zeroth order g2 ∼ δ−2. In [43], the author computes the finite
second order change of EE in any dimension, under such a deformation and for 2D the
length of the interval has the same power law behaviour, which we get in (40). But we do
not explicitly compute the constant term c2.
Now we would like to see, whether up to second order, we can write an equation of the
form (23) for such flow. Let us consider the following Ricci flow equation as our ansatz for
geometric flow equation:
λ
dguv
dλ
= aguv + bRuv (41)
From the zeroth order we can easily see that a = −2b
c0
. From the second order of the
equation we can fix a, b. From (32) and (40) one can compute second order correction of
Ricci tensor:
R(2)uv =
c2(4− 2∆)(3− 2∆)
c0
(v − u)2−2∆ (42)
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Putting it back into (41) and solving it, we get a = 4(4−2∆)(3−2∆)−2 . Therefore the flow
equation becomes,
λ
dguv
dλ
=
2c0
(4− 2∆)(3 − 2∆)− 2
(
Ruv −
2
c0
guv
)
(43)
• third order correction of metric
The third order correction of the metric is,
g(3)uv ∼ −
∫ v
u
dx
(x− u)(v − x)
(v − u)3
∫
d2ω1
∫
d2ω2
∫
d2ω3 < O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)O(ω3, ω¯3)T00(x) >
(44)
The four point function of < O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)O(ω3, ω¯3)T00(x) > can be calculated from
conformal Ward identity in which it can be recast as some linear combination of three
point function < O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)O(ω3, ω¯3) > and sum of regular terms. Ignoring the
regular part we get,
< T (x)
3∏
i=1
O(ωi, ω¯i) >=
3∑
i=1
[
1
x− ωi
∂ωi +
∆/2
(x− ωi)2
]
< O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)O(ω3, ω¯3) > +c.c
=
∆COOO
2|ω12|∆||ω23|∆|||ω31|∆|
[ ω212
(z − ω1)2(z − ω2)2
+
ω223
(z − ω2)2(z − ω3)2
+
ω231
(z − ω1)2(z − ω3)2
+ c.c
]
Following the steps as before, we get:
g(3)uv =
c3∆COOO
2
∫ δ
0
dy
y(δ − y)y4−3∆
δ3
= c3(∆)
δ4−3∆
(6− 3∆)(7 − 3∆)
(45)
Here c3 is again the regulated integral as before. Also as before, this integral is well defined
only for relevant perturbations ∆ < 2. Again, if we compute R
(3)
uv and put it back into the
equation (43) , we see it does not satisfy the equation.
• fourth and higher order correction of metric
At the fourth order, Ward identity tells us that we will need to compute a four point
function of O.
< T (x)X(ω, ω¯) >=
4∑
i=1
[ 1
(x− ωi)
∂i < X > +
∆/2
(x− ωi)2
< X > +c.c
]
(46)
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Here X = O(ω1, ω¯1)O(ω2, ω¯2)O(ω3, ω¯3)O(ω4, ω¯4).
< X >=
F (z, z¯)
|(ω1 − ω2)|α12 |(ω1 − ω3)|α13 |(ω1 − ω4)|α14 |(ω2 − ω3)|α23 |(ω4 − ω2)|α24 |(ω3 − ω4)|α34
(47)
where
∑
αij = 4∆ and z =
(ω1−ω2)(ω3−ω4)
(ω1−ω3)(ω2−ω4)
is the cross ratio. F (z, z¯) is a function of cross
ratio which depends on the dynamics and spectrum of the theory.
One can now follow the same steps as previously done to regulate and separate out the
y dependence from the integrals. While the integral contains an undetermined function F ,
but it does not affect the scaling arguments and the final y integral takes the form:
g(4)uv = c4(∆)
∫ δ
0
dy
y(δ − y)
δ3
y6−4∆ = c4(∆)
y6−4∆
(8− 4∆)(9 − 4∆)
(48)
The difference from the lower order is that at this order, the c4(∆) contains the information
about the full spectrum of operators in the CFT and hence has to be determined separately
for each theory.
The story is the same at higher orders and we can use the same method as for four
point function. In particular the scaling of n-point function tells us that the contribution
of y coming from the integrals of < T (x)
(∏n
i=1O(ωi, ω¯i)
)
> is just yn−n∆−2. Thus,
g(n)uv ∼
∫ δ
0
dy
y(δ − y)
(δ)3
y2n−2−n∆ ∼
δ2n−2−n∆
(2n− n∆)(2n+ 1− n∆)
(49)
Therefore the general form of the metric is,
guv =
c0
δ2
+
1
δ2
∑
n=2
cnλ
nδ(2−∆)n (50)
Where, the contributions of the regulated integrals and other factors are absorbed into the
constant cn.
Its difficult to find an explicit form of (23) for this general metric (50). We have not
tried to do so in this note. It would be nice if starting from the bulk, a similar flow equation
could be derived in the holographic/AdS k-space ie ”the space of geodesics”. We hope to
return to these questions in the future.
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A EE from k-space: Two examples
In this appendix, we provide some more examples in which we use the methods introduced
in section (2) to compute the EE.
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A.1 EE for single interval on finite strip from k-space
We set up the calculation of the entanglement entropy for any arbitrary two points x1, x2
in the finite strip of length L. The kinematic space metric for this case can be obtained
by a conformal transformation (z = e
pi
L
ω, ω = t + ix)from the upper half plane k-space
metric(5), yielding the following expression:
ds2 =
4π2
L2
[
g2(η)
sinh2 π(ω1−ω2)
L
dω1dω2 +
g2(η)
sinh2 π(ω¯1−ω¯2)
L
dω¯1dω¯2 +
g3(η)
sinh2 π(ω1−ω¯2)
L
dω1dω¯2 +
g2(η)
sinh2 π(ω¯1−ω2)
L
dω¯1dω2]
(51)
At the constant time slice, the k-space metric simplifies into the following
ds2 =
2π2
L2
[
g2(η)
sin2(π(x1−x2)2L )(1 − sin
2(π(x1−x2)2L ))
+
g3(η)
sin2(π(x1+x2)2L )(1− sin
2(π(x1+x2)2L ))
]dx1dx2
(52)
With η at constant time slice, given by:
η =
2 sin2 π2L (x1 − x2)
sin2 π2L(x1 + x2)− sin
2 π
2L(x1 − x2)
=
2
sin2 pi
2L
(x1+x2)
sin2 pi
2L
(x1−x2)
− 1
(53)
Following the arguments of section(2), we solve the k-space equation to get the EE for
this case. Let us define β = sin π∆2L and α = sin
πT
2L where ∆ = (x1−x2), T = (x1+x2). In
terms of α and β we can re-express the kinematic space equation as follows:
(1− α2)
∂2SEE
∂α2
− α
∂SEE
∂α
− (1− β2)
∂2SEE
∂β2
+ β
∂SEE
∂β
= 8[
g2(η)
β2(1− β2)
+
g3(η)
α2(1− α2)
]
(54)
• A special case
Instead of solving the above equation in full generality, we will try to solve it for a
special form of the source, namely we take g2 and g3, to be constants, for which case,
the metric takes the following form:
ds2 =
a
sin2(π∆
L
)
+
b
sin2(πT
L
)
dx1dx2 (55)
where a, b are constants. For this form of the kinematic space metric, we solve the
differential equation for entanglement entropy using the separation of variable ansatz
SEE = S1(∆) + S2(T ) and find the following expression
S(x1, x2) = c
′ ln(k′ sin
π∆
L
) + b′∆2 + d′∆+
c′′ ln(k′′ sin
πT
L
)− b′T 2 + d′′T + f(∆ + T ) + f(T −∆) + a (56)
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For the case when one of the points is on the boundary of the strip, the expression
simplifies to the following form.
S(x1) = g ln(k sin
πx1
L
) + F (x1) + a
′ (57)
Again the zero interval limit for EE fixes F (x) to be zero. Also in the limit x1 << L,
we expect the entanglement entropy to be the same as that obtained for the EE on
the UHP(22). This fixes g and k. Thus, we get:
S(x1) =
c
6
ln(
2L
πǫ
sin
πx1
L
) + a (58)
Note that we assumed a particular form of the source to derive this last result.
However we expect this to hold for any form of the source term. This is because, to
derive the expression for S(x1, 0), we need to solve the eqn(54) in the neighbourhood
of the the ∆ = T slice, where we can take g2(η) and g3(η) to be constants. Thus on
that slice, any source term will take the form given in (55) and therefore the analysis
presented above should hold.
A.2 EE for vacuum descendant states
In this section we will reproduce known result [ [36], [38]] for entanglement entropy for
a vacuum descendant state in the kinematic space language. Under an arbitrary local
conformal transformation z → h(z), the metric for kinematic space on a constant time
slice becomes,
ds2loc ≡
∂2S(h)(x1, x2)
∂x1∂x2
dx1dx2 =
adx1dx2
(h(x1)− h(x2))2
dh(x1)
dx1
dh(x2)
dx2
(59)
Where a is a constant not determined by symmetry and S(h)(x1, x2) is the EE of the of
interval (x1, x2). Therefore the general solution for S
(h)(x1, x2) is
S(h)(x1, x2) = a ln
(
h(x1)− h(x2)
ǫ
)
+ g(x1) + g(x2) (60)
As before, we further constrain the above expression, by considering the pure state limit i.e
limx1−x2→ǫ S = 0. This fixes g(x1) = −
a
2 lnh
′(x1). Again for the special case of h(x1) = x1
we would have S = c3 ln
(
x1−x2
ǫ
)
which fixes a. Thus we end up with the following expression
for the EE.
S(h)(x1, x2) =
c
3
ln
(
h(x1)− h(x2)
ǫ
)
−
c
6
ln
(
h′(x1)h
′(x2)
)
(61)
.
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